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Once upon a time...
People wanted access to documents…

...remotely from anywhere (so they 
invented network communications)

...without depending on a specific 
network (so they invented the Internet)

...with hyperlinks to other documents 
(so they invented the Web and HTML)

2http://www.littledetails.co.uk/advanced-seo-services/seminar-presentation-010610-hypertext-links.php



Once upon a time...
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People wanted documents…

...with consistent formatting (so they 
invented CSS)

...with programmable components (so 
they invented JavaScript, and web 
“applications”)

...with faster page loading (so they 
invented AJAX)



...and they lived somewhat happily ever after!

They want more and 
more and more…

They keep creating 
more tools!
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Hence the post-apocalyptic 
hellscape of the modern Web



Jeff Bezos: A WebAppDev Story
● 1964 - Born
● 1986 - Graduated Princeton, 

worked on Wall Street
● 1994 - Founded Amazon as an 

online bookstore (who buys books 
anymore?)

● 1997 - Millionaire
● 1999 - Billionaire
● 2017 - Centi-billionaire ($100+BB)
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Jeff Bezos: over 50% of earnings from AWS

“Amazon says AWS [Amazon Web Services] revenue jumped 46 percent in third 
quarter. Amazon's cloud business grew 46 percent in the third quarter. AWS' $2.1 
billion in operating profit accounted for 56 percent of total operating earnings.” 
(CNBC.com, 2018)

Summary...

● Bezos made a $1 million, then $1 billion from, an online bookstore web app. 
● Finally he made a $100 billion from a platform for web apps!

6https://www.cnbc.com/2018/10/25/aws-q3-results.html

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/10/25/aws-q3-results.html


Jesse Vollmar: A MobileAppDev Story
● 2011 - Graduated SVSU
● 2012 - Founded FarmLogs.com
● 2017 - Received $37 million in 

venture capital, through Series C
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Sources:
https://www.svsu.edu/csis/ouralumni/

https://agfundernews.com/farmlogs-raises-22m-series-c-with-naspers-as-ceo-vows-never-to-sell-to-agribusiness.html
https://farmlogs.com/about/

Mobile is the new Web!

https://www.svsu.edu/csis/ouralumni/
https://agfundernews.com/farmlogs-raises-22m-series-c-with-naspers-as-ceo-vows-never-to-sell-to-agribusiness.html
https://farmlogs.com/about/


Importance of Client Side WebDev
Client Side web developers 
enhance user experience, 
including not only look-and-feel 
but also speed. 

A 1-second delay in page 
response can result in a 7% 
reduction in conversions. 
(Source: Aberdeen Group)

8https://datadome.co/bots-kill-website-performance/

It’s not just about the money, 
it’s also about the user experience, and 
about the advancement of humankind.

https://datadome.co/bots-kill-website-performance/


Agenda
Client Side Web Application 
Development

● Quick Course Overview
● Operational Considerations
● Audience
● Outcomes
● Prerequisites
● Definitions
● Importance 
● Scope
● Let’s Go!
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Client Side
Web Application
Development
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Quick Course Overview
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The Internet 
and The Web Web Hosting HTML

CSS

JavaScript

Bootstrap (JS) jQuery (JS)

Angular (JS)

..and beyond!Professional 
Practice



Operational Considerations
● This online course is more convenient than in-person courses, yet still offers 

the same hands-on assistance (office hours), unlike MOOCs. 
● Fast pace. The Spring semester goes twice as fast as Fall. Be prepared.
● Timed exams, and timed programming assignments, are brief, but they begin 

precisely at class start time. Don’t be late! Maybe set a timer on your phone.
● Final oral exam/presentation will be one-on-one, in-person or over Skype, 

during last week of class. Clear your schedule and lock in your time early 
because rescheduling may be difficult. 

See syllabus for specific details. 
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Audience
● This course is for people who already possess basic programming skills, in 

any computer programming language (maybe one semester of programming)
● This course is for people who want to learn how to build simple web 

applications, i.e. programs that run in web browsers
● This course is for people who want the convenience of an online course, 

coupled with the in-person support of a course at a brick-and-mortar university
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Outcomes
What is the purpose of this course? 

● The purpose of the course is to prepare undergraduates for entry-level jobs in 
front-end web development

● JavaScript. You can think of this as a JavaScript programming course. 

What will students know after they complete this course?

● How to apply, at a basic level, mainstream front-end languages and JS 
frameworks: HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, JavaScript, jQuery and Angular.
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Prerequisites
● Skills: Basic programming in any language -- Data types, control statements 

(if/else, switch/case), loops, methods/functions, arrays, classes/objects
● Computer: Preferably a 3-monitor PC, one monitor for text editing, one for 

web browsing and a third for watching videos and reading PDF instructions. 
● Textbook. None. No paper textbooks. All materials are online.
● Online accounts: Anonymous email address (optional). You might want to 

create a “junk” gmail account because you might want to access free tools that 
require login/registration by email.
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Definitions
What is “client side web application development”? 

● Client Side
● Web Application
● Development 
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Definitions - Client Side

● Client side (aka, 
front-end) means 
running in a 
browser

● Sometimes it 
appears that a 
website is running 
on a local device, 
when in fact it is 
accessing a server

17

Client-Server Model 



Definitions - Web Application

Web Application
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Website

Web apps are “dynamic” (not the same info every 
time clicked) and user-specific (often allowing users to 
enter data, like a “regular” application)

Web sites are “static” and/or display the same 
data for no matter which user clicks



Definitions - Development 
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Customer 
Specs

Designer

Front-end 
Developer

Mockups, 
Layouts

Operational 
Code

Backups



Definitions - Development

“Web design encompasses many different skills and disciplines in the production 
and maintenance of websites. The different areas of web design include web 
graphic design; interface design; authoring, including standardised code and 
proprietary software; user experience design; and search engine optimization.”

“Web development can range from developing a simple single static page of plain 
text to complex web-based internet applications (web apps), electronic businesses, 
and social network services. A more comprehensive list of tasks to which web 
development commonly refers, may include web engineering, web design, web 
content development, client liaison, client-side/server-side scripting, web server 
and network security configuration, and e-commerce development.”

20Source: Wikipedia



Importance
Why study web application development? And which topics are most critical?

● Most Popular Languages
● User Experience
● Jobs
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Importance - Most Popular Languages, 2018

22Source: https://octoverse.github.com/projects.html

JavaScript always #1 on GitHub

https://octoverse.github.com/projects.html


Importance - User Experience - Look and Feel

23Source: https://codepen.io/aardrian/pen/NmoQdN

Sometimes users want 
slick interfaces



Importance - User Experience - Functionality
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Sometimes users want 
no-frills functionality



Importance - User Experience - Page Load Time

25Source: https://www.websitemagazine.com/blog/5-reasons-visitors-leave-your-website

Users demand speed



Importance - User Experience - SEO

26http://www.ebizindia.net/seo-process.html

Search Engine Optimization

● Keyword research and selection
● Benchmark ranking report
● Keyword mapping / assignment
● Site design consultation / analysis
● Web pages Content Optimization
● Internal keyword link architecture / optimization
● HTML optimization
● Creation of spider food site map
● Google site map installation
● Advanced Link Popularity Research / Analysis
● Analyze competitor back links
● Create list of recommended sites to acquire links from
● Inbound and reciprocal Link Building are our Specialty
● Create optimized 'Link to Us' page
● URL submissions to relevant, free search engine directories
● Create RSS feed
● RSS directory submissions
● Monthly search engine ranking reports
● Monitor SERP for Google, Yahoo and MSN
● Re-optimization (as needed)

http://www.ebizindia.net/seo-process.html


Importance - Jobs - Likelihood of WebDev
What percentage of programming jobs are web 
developer jobs?

● 37.8% of 2018 StackOverflow survey 
respondents are front-end developers

● Note: Numbers don’t sum to 100% because 
respondents may hold multiple roles

27Source: https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2018

Maybe there’s a 37.8% chance of 
doing some front-end WebDev

https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2018


Importance - Jobs - Average Salary of WebDev

28Source: https://www.bls.gov/ooh/computer-and-information-technology/web-developers.htm

https://www.bls.gov/ooh/computer-and-information-technology/web-developers.htm


Importance - Jobs - Potential Salary of WebDev
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Source: https://www.careerbuilder.com/jobs-web-developer-in-auburn-hills,mi?
(Accessed: May 9, 2019)

$85,000 - $115,000



Importance - Jobs - Impact of WebDev
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One programmer can improve productivity 
of many other workers!



Scope
● Browsers
● WebDev Technologies
● Roadmap
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Scope - Browsers

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Usage_share_of_web_browsers

Web applications may 
perform differently on 
different browsers, so 
it’s important to know 
which browser(s) your 
users will be using.
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Scope - WebDev Technologies

1. HTML
2. CSS
3. Bootstrap
4. JavaScript
5. jQuery
6. Angular
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Scope - Roadmap

34Source: https://codeburst.io/the-2018-web-developer-roadmap-826b1b806e8d

https://codeburst.io/the-2018-web-developer-roadmap-826b1b806e8d
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1. HTML
2. CSS
3. Bootstrap
4. JavaScript
5. jQuery
6. Angular

Source: https://codeburst.io/the-2018-web-developer-roadmap-826b1b806e8d

3 (uses 5,  jQuery)

1, 2, 4
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Scope - Roadmap - Front-end

Part of the job of a front-end 
developer is finding the right 
library/framework for the job!

https://codeburst.io/the-2018-web-developer-roadmap-826b1b806e8d
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1. PHP
2. MySQL
3. Laravel

Scope - Roadmap - Back-end

Source: https://codeburst.io/the-2018-web-developer-roadmap-826b1b806e8d

1

2

3

https://codeburst.io/the-2018-web-developer-roadmap-826b1b806e8d


Recap: Key Points
● Client side means runs in browser
● Web applications are dynamic, changing with user over time, not static, the 

same for all users day after day
● Development implies programming, design implies layout/appearance
● User experience can include speed (development) or look-and-feel (design)
● JavaScript is #1 language on GitHub
● 37.8% of StackOverflow survey respondents identify as front-end developers 

(48.2% identify as full-stack developers)
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Let’s Go!
Now you know a bit about what this course.

● What’s your personal goal? Does it align with this course?
● Are you ready for this course? Or perhaps, even, are you too advanced for 

this course?
● What are your risk factors? Can you stick to the course deadlines? Can you 

work independently? Have you set aside enough time? 

Once you’ve thought through these questions, let’s get started! 

38



Let’s Go!
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Supplemental 
Slides
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George Corser and Vinton Cerf, December 2016
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“The Internet protocol suite (TCP/IP) was developed by Robert 
E. Kahn and Vint Cerf in the 1970s and became the standard 
networking protocol on the ARPANET, incorporating concepts 
from the French CYCLADES project directed by Louis Pouzin.”

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Internet

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_protocol_suite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_E._Kahn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_E._Kahn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vint_Cerf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_Pouzin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Internet

